City of East Lansing Fire Department
Incident Report
January 30 to February 5, 2015
Total number of incidents responded to: 100
EMS/Rescue = 77

Hazardous Conditions = 4

False Calls = 10

Fires = 4

Good Intent = 3

Other = 1

Blank or invalid = 1
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Fires Reported in FireRMS page 1 of 2
February 1, 2015, 1:21 a.m. – ELFD was called to Akers Rd. for a fire alarm activation. T-12
responded, arrived, established command and investigated. They met with the resident assistant
in the lobby who said that it was burnt popcorn and that they had reset the alarm. We advised not
to reset the alarm if it ever goes off again and to wait for the fire department to get there first.
Fire department personnel went to the room to confirm and found MSU PD outside the door with
another person knocking on the door trying to gain entry. Firefighters could smell the burnt
popcorn and looked under the door and could see the room was clear of smoke. Personnel
continued pounding on the door until a master key was found. Firefighters made entry and found
the popcorn in the bathroom sink and then found the resident in their bed. After confirming they
were ok and sleeping, they were questioned about the incident. Information was gathered the
incident was turned over to MSU PD. The master key was returned and terminated command.
February 1, 2015, 3:49 p.m. – Dispatched to the parking lot in front of Rather Hall for a car
smoking from the engine area. Upon arrival found one car with heavy flames and smoke coming
from the engine area and a second car as an exposure problem. The fire was controlled with a 1
¾” hose line and forcible entry tools. The MSU fire inspector was contacted and advised of the
situation. They advised they would not be responding to the scene. ELFD called the EL Fire
Investigator who was also advised of the situation. Vehicle information was gathered and then
fire units cleared.

Fires Reported in FireRMS page 2 of 2
February 1, 2015 8:57 p.m. - Called for an assist to MTFD for a structure fire Jolly Rd. T-12, M11 and B-11, responded and made contact with Jolly Rd. command who ask that T-12 be set up
and raise the ladder for defensive operations. The roof was fully involved and already starting to
collapse in on our arrival. T-12 was not able to function and had to be removed and cleared from
the scene. M-11 and B-11 were asked to monitor defensive operations with several crews
rotating in and out from MTFD, WFD and MFD along EL M-11. After some time and with a
large amount of fire knocked down, command ordered EL M-11 to rehab and then cleared them
from the scene. EL B-11 stayed as the C-side supervisor. Eventually had MTFD and Mason
firefighters cut the B-C corner of the structure leaving only a pile of rubble. Firefighters were
then able to get into the area and start overhaul without worrying about any collapse hazards.
They were also able to get the majority of the fire out with some burning still under the collapsed
roof in the structure so MTFD command ordered a backhoe.
Febaruy 4, 2015, 9:14 a.m. – Dispatched to a car fire on Shaw Lane and arrived to find MSU
Police on the scene with the vehicle. They had extinguished the fire in the front driver’s side
headlight area with a dry chemical fire extinguisher. The fire was out on arrival and EL T-12
crew opened the hood and checked for extension. The owner was not on scene so MSU Police
would contact them. The vehicle may still be drivable. No fluids leaking or other issues so T-12
cleared.
Training Reported in FireRMS
February 3, 4 and 5, 2015, a.m. and p.m. classes - Water Rescue – The morning classes were a
lecture on ice water rescue. Information was given about how ice is formed, working time, active
victims, and rescue scenarios and equipment. The afternoon classes were going to the pond at
MSU FCU on West Rd. to perform actual ice rescue drills.
Types of EMS Calls
Abdominal pain = 1
Abnormal lab values = 1
Abrasion to forehead = 1
Ankle fracture = 1
Assist LFD & called off Enroute = 1
Assist patient downstairs = 1
Back pain = 2
Burn = 1
Chest pain/DIB = 8
Citizen assist = 1
Disoriented = 1
Dizziness = 1
Drowsiness = 1
ETOH = 13
Eye vessel rupture = 1
Epistaxis = 1
Face pain = 1
Falls = 6
Fever = 1
Foreign substance in eye = 1
General sickness = 1

Headache = 1
High temperature = 1
Hyperglycemia -1
Hypertension = 1
Hypothermia = 1
Knee pain = 1
Laceration = 3
Lethargy = 1
Marijuana ingestion/anxiety = 1
MVA = 2
Multiple falls = 1
Muscle pain = 1
No complaint = 1
Nose bleed = 1
Possible flu = 1
Sick person = 1
Seizures = 4
Unresponsive = 1
Unknown man down = 1
Stroke = 1
Vomiting = 2

